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The American mass communication system is one of the most complex 
and largest in the world. One major component of this system -- news 
processing -- is primarily made up of approximately 1,800 daily news- 
papers, 7,000 radio stations, and 900 television outlets, as well as 
the two major wire services which have over 4,200 subscribers each. 
Administratively many of these organizations are linked to one another 
in various ways, and the bulk of nonlocal news is provided by Che wire 
services. Nevertheless, most of the papers and stations, insofar as 
_c-- locel community news is concerned, depend on their own resources and 
personnel. 

The importance of local news is suggested by the fact that iC 
constitutes the bulk of what is exposed to the averaze reader and lis- 
tener. 
States, 75 percent of the television ne1.75 progrt~t~s are locally produced. 
"Across the country Americans, on the average, view or listen to twice 
as much locally-produced news as they do that ortginatcd by the net- 
works * Ninute- for-minute many 'local television news shows outrate 
their network equivalents in their own markets. 
obviously plays a major role in informing the people of the United 
States and molding their opinions" (Seifert, 1970: 3-03). 

For example, in the 50 largest television markets in the United 

Local television neb76 

How do the local media outlets report local news stories? 
expressed professional ideals and the dominant journalistic id~ology 
(Eerrill and Lowenstein, 1971: 22$-241) are to be believed, the news 
is presented in an objective fashion and in a balanced way so that a11 
relevant viewpoints are allowed expression (on some matters there are 
even legal norms supporting the balanced position). 
value, the mass ntedia outlets are depicted in many vmys as being only 
transmission belts reflecting whatever is going on in the society at 
large. The mirror notton of news reporting is echoed in the farriliar 
cliche of reporters that '%,,e don't make the news, we just report it.'' 
Or as an editor of the E37 York Times said: "You can't write a terribly 
exciting story about a boring football game... That... has nothing to 
do with ideology; it's simply that the newspapers -- this one included -- hold up a mirror to the world. 
I'm afraid that what the readers get is a boring story quite often" 
(Baker and Ball, 1969: 43). 

If 

Taken at face 

If what they see is a baring picture, 

LR the face of objections that the mirroring does not occur, a 
typical reaction is exemplified by the remarks of 8 famous reporter 
responding to crtticisms by a syndicate columnist of the usual stories 
on current urban affairs: 

Like some confused laymen, he Sails to distinguish be- 
tween comentators and the great majority of us involved 
in the arduous business of reporting €actual ne~7s. 

He then stated the standard mirror image notion of reporting: 

Factual reporting is quite a different matter. If done 
right, it is as delicately technical and clinical and 
impersonal as an operation removing an agperidix, A 
reporter's job is to serve as a proxy for the reader -- 
to observe what a reasonable man would see, hear and 
smell at the scene of a happenlcg, . . (HiLl, 1966). 



crisis perspective assumed by local mass communicators and the struc- 
tural factors affecting the assumption of such a perspecti~e,~ 

The Pattern 

Local mass media groups are rather selective in their reporting 
of major community crises. There is no mirroring across-the-board of 
local crises, be they of a consensus or dissensus kind as exemplified 
by a natural disaster or a riot. 
reporting community emergencies is not purely random but has a dis- 
tinctive pattern. 
case of the reporting of ''ordinary" news, although the difference is one 
of degree rather than in kind. Breed (1956) and Gans (1969), among 
others, have skotrn that there is a distinct pattern in what is both 
reported and not reported; we suggest such a patterned selectivity stands 
out even more clearly in the presentatFon of news of local community 
crises. This should not be surprising. As many sociologlsts since 
B. I, Thomas have noted, collective stress conditions bring out in 
bold relief aspects of social systems and behavior that are not so 
readily visible in the less stressful circumstance@ of everyday life. 

3n addition, the selectivity in 

This patterning is more clear-cut than it is In the 

While most uajor community crises are reported, there is consider- 
able differential attention paid to them by local mass media groups. 
Sot all events that have the actual or potential power of disrupting 
everyday routine activities ore equally attended to by media personnel. 
Visib€lity and concentratfon of impact rather than consequences for c m u -  
nity seem to be important variables affecting the attention obtained 
(e.g., plane crashes are almost invariably reported in detail but not 
air ~r water pollution problems which could have Ear greater conse- 
quences either at the individual or group level). 
rapid onset: raise the probability Q E  greater press interest. 
but not easily seen malnutrition of thousands in 8 ghetto area does not 
catch the same spotlight as the sudden riot involving a miniscule frac- 
tion of that same population. Differential attention also is related 
to the amplifying effect of similar events occurring elsewhere (e.g., 
some local "civil disturbances" that would have been ignored five years 
previously were attended to in the 1960s because they were seen as 
part of the general racial turmoltl in American society). 
"news" is often merely yesterday's "newa" until something occurs to 
break the cycle (Nimmo, 1964). 

High visibLlity and 
The slot7 

Today's 

Even when crises are given attention, they are not presented or 
reported in the same way by mass media groups. 
in such a v7ay as to exclude them from being seen as community emer- 
gencfes -- they appear as pereonel accidents (e,g., traffic fatalities, 
even when involving very large numbers of casualties). 
as a community problem, an event is sometimes relabeled so that it is 
not defined as 8 crisis (e.g., '*hurr&cane disasters" become "storms" 
in tourist or resort areas). The tone or mood in which the informa- 
tion is conveyed can also vary considerably, 
local Level there can be a parallel softening of the reporting oE dramat?- 
fa events as was done at the nstlonaE level at the time of Presldent 
Kennedy's assassination (Love, 1966). 

Some are presented 

&en when reported 

For instance, at the 



Crisis situations would seem to be a particularly good test of 
this mirror notion. 
tial major disruption of ongoing routines and are indicators that 
there has been interference by accident or design of regular soctal 
activities (Stallings, 1970). Of equal importance, they necessitate 
some collective response (Quarantelli, Weller and Wenger, forthcoming). 
From that very fact they are not only necessarily attention getting, 
but: it would seem they should require some response by the local 
mass c m n i c a t i o n  system. 

Crises by definitions involve an actual or potan- 

The Disaster Research Center (DE) at The Ohio State University 
since its inception in 1963 has been studying organized and group 
responses to a range of local community crises, 
dissensus types of emergencies have been studied, a total of 184 
such events, mostly natural and technological disasters and civil 
disturbances.1 In the eaurse of field research 01 these events, 
inEormation has often been obtained about the operation or" radio and 
television stations and somewhat less often of newspapers during such 
local community emergencies. In fact, a total of 507 opera-ended, 5x1- 
depth Interviews averaging over two hours in length have been conducted 
with mass media personnel, mostly with those involved in the news- 
gathering process, The study reported on in this gaper is but 6ne 
part of the DRC research on mass communication activity during crises, 
with some of the work already reported on elsewhere (Quarantelli, 1971; 
Brooks, 1970 ; Waxman, 1973; Adams 1969 J ICuenemon and Yrighr , forth- 
coming). 

Both consensus and 

This body of data and already undertaken partial analyses raise sone 
serious questions about the mirror notion of news reporting. In gortS.c- 
ular they suggest that dissensus type crises, such as the massive racial. 
and campus disturbances of the middle 196Qs, were neither reported 
objectively nor was a balanced perspective presented of all involved 
parties. How do local outlets report local community disorders? Four 
major themes run through the DRC dat:a collected for the last dozen 
years: 
pattern in their reporting of local community emergencies of all kinds. 
(2) A feature of this pattern which conies to the fore in civil disturb- 
ances is that the reporting is primarily from one perspective -- what 
we call the command post point of view, i..e*$ the world as seen by the 
formal social control agencies in the community, particularly the law 
enforcement organizations.2 (3) The assumption of thls perspective on 
20631 disturbances by community communication groups stems from the 
socio-cultural structure of local R ~ W S  gathering and dfstribution in 
this country. And (4) while there are exceptions, the command post 
perspective is not peculiar just to the reporting of local civil dis- 
turbances. 

(1) Local mass media outlets show a distinctive and selective 

Thus, our intent in the following pages is not to report on the 
specific details of a particular local mass communication system response 
in a given local community crisis. Instead, it is to generally depict 
what we have distilled out from the various studies undertaken by DRC 
as to the generic characteristics or pattern of behavior of local mass 
communicators at times of crises and the basic condi.tiorrs accounting 
for such 8 pattern. We are particularly interested in spellfrig out the 



The Perspective 

In the majority of cases, local crises of a conflict nature are 
presented by the mass media groups from the perspective of the fonrd 
social control agencies in the community and thus from a command post 
point of view. 
is used in press accounts (e.&., "football game celebration" instead of 
"riot"), and what is singled out for attention are drawn from how the 
situation is defined, perceived, end evaluated from the perspective 
of local social control personnel. 
reported is primarily from the viewpoint of the police, and secondarily 
from city agencies such as the mayor's office, 

Descriptions of disturbances, the very vocabulary that 

In essence, this means the content 

Grimshnw (1968) has pointed out that whether or not an event is 
labeled as a civil disturbance, a racial revolt, or a class assault 
makes a considerable difference both %or the participants and for how 
social control agencies react to the event. If something is presented 
from a command post point of view it will be labeled or defined as law- 
less action and reacted to accordingly. Formal social control agencies 
see disruptions of routine or disorders as something to combat, as 
requiring a restoration of the prior %orrnal*' social routine. 
gency is viewed as one necessitating the quick reestablis'ment of a 
%ormalDB state of affairs. 
manifestations of the crisis (e.g., blocked streets) rather than on the 
longer-run conditions that generated these problems. 

The emer- 

Emphasis is on dealing with the immediate 

Some mass media organizations have developed guidelines on how to 
report disturbances. 
the more usual informal command post point of view. 
trated from three widely used sets of guidelines,[$ 

Elowever, a look at: them suggests that they formalize 
This can be illus- 

The first contains such statements (sbth italics added) as: 

Ask the law enforcement agency involved whether the 
developing incident is designated as a disturbance of 
the peace or otherwise. Report the official designa- 
tion of the incident. 

Public reports should not state exact location, inter- 
section, street name or number until authorities have 
sufficient: personnel on hand to maintain control. 

It is suggested that reporters make full use of the 
law enforcemant headquarters nearest such an area 
until a newsv70rthy event occurs. 

Reporters should emphasize efforts by law enforce- 
ment offhinls to restore order. Advice to the 
public should emphasize avoidance of areas of poten- 
tial danger, observance of any curfew, or similar 
suggestions that originate with public safety 
officers, 



The second set of guidelines makes similar suggestions, Badio 

They ore 
personnel are urged to "determine the location of nearest police conimand 
post and use that source to check unconflmed information." 
told to "put city oEr'icials on the air" so as "to make certain we have 
the facts" or to turn to "reliable soureea such os the police and city 
officials." 
exanple, "dispatch newsmen initially to authority command post, not to 
the scene." 

The third set of guidelines reiterates similar themes, for 

The command post perspective not only dictates certain emphases 
in what is reported, but contributes to inaccurate and incomplete 
reporting, even with regard to supposedly factual details such as 
casualty figures. 
inflation of the emergency, 
in civil disturbances usually are on the high side. 
a city official reported by the press that property losses in getroit 
were one billion dollars, when the actual figures were $40 million to 
$50 million, was still being cited years after the disorders in that 
city, 
snipers -- usually obtained from the police -- are simply wroijg. 

In general, inaccuracy is in the direction 04 an 

A statement by 
Thus, property losses and sniping accounts 

Knopf (1970) has shown that the bulk of ncv7s stories about 

Full and accurate details of the kind indicated are of cour~e 
difficult to ascertain during the unfolding oE a disturbance. 
is primarily because the press accepts police definitions of what is 
important in the situation that there 2s such concern with the "numbers 
game" -- i.e., how many rioters are there, what percentage of the police 
force has been deployed, how many arrests have been made, how much sniping 
is going on, etc, A rather different set of questions would be asked 
if the situation were looked at from other viewpoints such as those 
oE active participants in a racial disturbance; neighborhood leaders; 
otherwise uninvolved residents caught up in tho disorders; white, upper- 
middle cless, suburban political  activist^.^ 

But it 

Furthermore, the command post point of view leads to explanations 
of disturbances that arc couched in personal rather than structural 
terms, 
plex social phenomena, 08 these are understood by police officers and 
public officials. The current "popular or layman'' sociology of such 
persons is to see social problems in personal or individualistic terms, 
rather than coming from maladjustments of the social structure (see, 
e,g., Quarantelli, Ponting, and Fitzpatrick, 1974). Such an atomistic 
view of social reality is OS course part of the American cultural or 
ideological set. Thus, some 'tvrhys' questions asked by reporters at 
command posts are answered in terms of the participants in disturbances 
coming from lawless or extremist segments of the local population, not 
representing the good elements in the community, and so forth. 

Readers and viewers are given descriptions and analyses of com- 

Hany other features of the command post perspective on urban dis- 
turbances could be noted. For example: its tendency to exaggerate 
both mood and event, its taking of dlsturbances out of thelr generating 
contexts, its depiction of all partbcipnnts and all disturbances as 
if they were almost homogeneous entities, its depiction of the events 
as confrontations between blacks and whites, its implicit essumption 
that social change is never brought aboue by violence, etc. Hention 



could also be rnade of the €act that the command post perspective is 
geared to the current and the present. 
of any misinformation put out in news reports -- such as that a partic- 
ular police station is under siege -- because other happenings are 
unfolding and demand immediate attention. 
reporting is that a certain image of society and the community, and of 
social problems and social change are presented to the audience (see 
Shafer and Lmrson, 1972). 

Thus, there is seldom correction 

One result of this kind of 

But we believe we have indicated enough to suggest the quality 02 
a command post perspective. 
a somewhat similar phenomenon (see, for example, Paletz and Dunn, 
1969; Blumberg, 1968; Paletz, Rcichert and Mclntyse, 1971; 'suchman 
2972; and Sandman, Rubin and Sachsman, 1972). Mwever, considerably 
less attention has been paid to the more important question of what 
factors are responsible for the assumption of thts perspective by 
local mass media. Accordingly we now turn to an examination of the 
cond i t ions involved. 

Furthemore, others have also identified 

The Socio-Cultural Conditions 

Polemic and popular explanations tend to attribute the command 
post point of view to conspiracy, incompetency, a "sellhe out: to the 
establ2shmntY1' and other personal characteristics of reporters and 
journalists. 
and girls" and this accounts for the observed behavior. Siowever, our 
data suggests that a more adequate explanation Pies in the ~ t g ~ c e a ~ i 3 ,  
characteristics of the news-gathering process in this country. The 
handling of news does not occur in a void or vacuum, but takes place 
within a set of socio-cultural conditions which structure what will 
and will not occur. For purposes of exposition and annlysis, we may 
divfde these into cultural factors (e.g., the values, norms, and beliefs 
prevailing in the subculture of the community mass communication system) 
and social organizational factors (e.g., the division of labor, the pro- 
fessional autonomy, and the organizational networks that exist in the 
subworld of local journalism). 

Essentially the position is one that there are "bad guys 

Cultural Factors 

The command post point of view is partly facilitated by the internal 
structure of news-gathering groups, especially their values, norms, and 
beliefs. Yhat is valued in news is the unusual, the nonroutine. News 
does not seek to describe society and its expected noma1 routlnes, but 
just the opposite: To 
use a hackneyed example, news is made only t3hen people bite dogs, and 
not the converse. Furthermore, status, prestige, and rewards go to 
reporters, stations, and papers t b t  score The competitive 
nature of most news-gathering organizations in American society hardly 
needs documentations. Important for our purposes here Is that these two 
things -- the kind oE news that is valued, and the kind of news reporting 
that is rewarded -- can be found more readily at ''command postsev than 
anywhere else. 

unexpected events that deviate from the usual, 



Also ire the news world there is the necessity to fill up air time 
or blank pages. 
consequence of this necessity is that more easily available sources are 
used rather than seeking out the 'hard to find. Furthermore, while infor- 
illation is needed, the bulletin-style traditional format of news reporting 
discourages seeking more and more detail. 
deviates from the normal. 
An isolated incident of violence in a long peaceful demonstration may 
be the only part of the event to be reported. I4ass media personnel, 
like the police, are interested primarily in what is happening. 
the police say something is happening, there is a strong tendency to 
accept: that definition of the situation. Again, given the existence 
of the kinds of norms indicated, normal operating conditions in the news- 
gathering process tend to push in a command post direction. 

The normative demands about this a m  absolute. One 

The stress is on action that 
News is defined in terns of stypical. action. 

If 

Sometimes media personnel are blocked from getting into the scene 
of disturbances because of different kinds of barriers (e.g., curfews, 
shootings, etc.). But such immobility often rests on the belief that 
the important action is taking placewhere thehigh level public ogficials 
are located. In aome of our interviews with them, reporters detahl 
the great efforts expended and the obstacles they overcame to reach 
buildings where high-ranking law enforcement officers were meeting 
and where the %ews was being made.'g 
more extensive the disturbance, the more difficult it is to move around 
physically, that is not really the crucial variable involved in most 
cases. 

Thus, while it is true that the 

The general point is that these cuJ,tuaral aspects which we have Just 
illustrated 0- what is valued as news, hmr news is to be handled, r;7here 
news is to be found, etc. -- all tend to structure the seeking of infor- 
mation from official sources, from the formal centers of control and 
command. 
set up by officials to handle the local community disturbance. 
we21 preplanned, there actually will be information desks and/or desig- 
nated press liaison officials where the law enforcement agency view 
of what is happening will be supplied to the press. 

In many cases, this means going to the literal command post 
Lf 

Qrgankational Factors 

The command post point of view is also facilitated in part by the 

The very size 
simple division of labor that exists in the usually small news-processing 
segment of most local mass comunication organizations. 
of almost all news staffs means that they are not geared for very extended, 
perhaps round-the-clock operatlons required by major disturbances. 
The absence of work shifts precludes the augmenting of pereonnel and 
makes for maximization of efforts to use ready access to information. 
Thus, an official command post becomes a very attractive draw to under- 
staffed organizations. 

Small shze is also associated to the fact that in the electron5.c 
media especiallytbra ienot much topical specialization among reporters. 
This essentially means that most of the so-called gatekeepers involved 
in the processing of news are necessarily generalists and raw empiricists 



on a2moet all topics on which they report. 
cific knowledge or background to question in depth whatever infomation 
they acquire. 
ment or being deliberately misled by news sources. But "journal%sts 
usually view the problem of credibility and news management in terns 
of individuals and rarely in terns of institutions. Therefore, they 
question motives and ignore process ..." (Roshco, 1948: 43). Over- 
looked is the likelihood that in many cases the police and other offi- 
cials may not be deliberately distorting information but actually think 
they have the problems and perceive the situation in the way they indl- 
cate to reporters. 
cially at rimes of stress and in dealing with relatively new situations 
such as massive disorders, may themselves be acquiring totally false 
information (to monitor police radio calls, as reporters or newspaper 
editors sometimes do during a disturbance, is often to pick up the same 
misinformation as the police agency itself is obtaining). The handf- 
cap of not being an expert may lead reporters to turn to what supposedly 
are knowledgeable sources at command postsid but the sources sought may 
honestly be operating themselves on the basis of false and incorrect 
informat ion. 

They do not have the spe- 

Many reporters are alert to possibilities of news manage- 

But police organizations as we21 as others, e s p w  ' .  

Ln most mass communication organizations there is little direct 
control in an immediate news-gathering situation, such as a disturb- 
ance, by higher echelons or the formal hierarchy. 
sons for this but a primary one is thal: most personnel involved in 
news gathering usually stand in an informal professional telationshlp 
to one another irrespective of what the formal, hierarchical structure 
may nominally be in the organization. 
with its notion of autonomy, predominates. Hot~ever, this is also a 
factor that is responsible for the absence of formal planning for 
emergencies among mass media groups. Plans, especially imposed from 
above, are seen as constraining the autonomy of a professional. 
a specific DRG study of radio stations in Ohio, less than 25 percent of 
the stations had even any written policy guidelines, much less formal 
plans on how to operate in emergencies (Quarantelli, 1971). Mass commu- 
nication groups seem to be the only organization usually involved in 
community emergencies that do not as a matter of course have some kind 
of emergency plans. One consequence is that with no plans or policies 
to guide behavior differently, when disturbances occur, thelce is a fall- 
ing back on ths traditional. pattern of looking to the police for 
emergency information . 

There are many rea- 

The professional orientation, 

In 

The autonomy attributed to a professional might suggest attempts 
to find new sources of information other than certain public officials. 
It does not work that way. 
zation usually have only fleeting contacts with members of other mass 
media groups during normal times; there is no basic change at times 
of disturbances and certainly few efforts to pool news gathering or 
coordinate it in any way which might allow a division of labor in 
seeking information. Reporters in maintaining their autonomy instead 
will tend to follow the habitual path in seeking familiar and known 
sources. There may therefore be unplanned rather than planned comer- 
gence on a command post which then, however, is frequently taken 

Personnel from one communication organi- 
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as an indicator that the right course of action is being taken (or as 
one interviewed reporter said, "You find the news by finding where the 
other reporters are"). Given this, it: is not surprising that few mass 
communication organizations indicate that they have learned much for 
their own operations by undergoing a disturbance. 
disturbances occur, the pattern is repeated, continuing the cycle with 
reporters again playing war correspondent roles at police headquarters. 

times of disturbances, But equally as important, local mass media 
groups and other local community organizations typically have comon 
experiences and close social ties predating any disturbance and will 
necessarily have links afterwards. These social network aspects also 
reinforce a command post perspective. The daily social work ties of 
media personnel are important in structuring what they will learn and 
report at a time of disturbance. News-gathering personnel get habitu- 
ated to dealing with certain local public officials and get accustomed 
to going to them for information, a point we have already made earlier 
in different contexts. 
likely to be participating in disturbances. Perhaps less obvious is 
that the almost certain existence of post-emergency ties between media 
personnel and official cornunity sources also tends to encourage a corn- 
mand post point 05 view. In one large metropolitan area, the head of 
a news bureau, in explaining why certain information about the police 
was not used, said W e  work with the police day in and day out, and have 
to depend on them €or certain kinds of information the year round." 
Close ties between official sources and news people may make €or easy 
access to particular sources of information, but it is also likely to 
create a tendency to go along with official versions of disturbances 
because after the emergency is over, those officials and those reporters 
will still have to deal with one another. 

So when new cornunity 

Police and other public officials are relatively easily found during 

They do not have similar links with persons 

No one of the socio-cultural factorsin itself could structure a 
command post perspective, 
tional conditions usually operative tend to reinforce one another in 
the same way. 

But most of the cultural and social. organiza- 

Absence of any of these conditions is relatively rare. 

On the surface it might appear that there are numerous exceptions. 
Sone mass media groups in certain situations have taken rather promi- 
nent anti-command post points of view. Bowever, these exceptions to 
the typical pattern have for the most part not been in local reporting 
of urban ghetto racial disturbances. 
find many clear-cut examples from local reporting of local. disturb- 
ances. The clearer cases are in more marginal phenomena insofar as 
racial disturbances are concerned. Thus, many stories about the early 
civil rights demonstrations, some (but not all) of the reports on 
campus disturbances, and, pertzaps as a classic example, the accounts 
of the events surrounding the 1968 Chicago Democratic conventfon 
clearly assumed a strong anti-local command post point of view. 

It is in fact very difficult to 

But in these and other similar cases that could be cited, certain 
special. circumstances prevailed to account for the nature of the news 
reporting. For one, the anti-command post point of view perspective 



in many of these instances was assumed far more often by non-local mass 
redia agencies, such as networks and out-of-town newspapers, than by the 
LII_ local cornunity mass communication groups. 
post perspective appears to surfuce when elements of the mass conmunica- 
tion system itself become a part of the crisis (e.g., police beating or 
manhandling of news reporters or TV stafE personnel). As an example, 
and without necessarily equating the two situations, it is noticeable 
that whereas six persons were killed in a ghetto disturbance associated 
with the 1968 Miami Republican convention, there was far less of an anti- 
command post perspective exhibited in the reporting of that event, than in 
the stories on the Democratic convention where no one was killed but where 
mass media personnel was more directly involved. 

Furthemore, the anti-command 

On the other hand, there are relatively few instances of an anti-corn- 
mand post point of view. 
with n?edia involvement in the event and seldom in connection with local 
reporting of local racial disturbances. 
sensus crises usually has a command post perspective. 

Examples can be found but primarily in connection 

The typical press report of die- 

The Pervasive Nature of the Perspective and of the Conditions 

We have indicated on the basis of our data that the connand post 
perspective permeates local mass media reporting o€ local disturbances. 
Horeover, we can shop7 that the command post point of view is in fact not 
peculiar either to local reporting or news gathering with respect: to commu- 
nity civil disturbances. 
volved in the handling of other kinds of dramatic events or emergencies 
can be easily illustrated. 
tions where initial news accounts have had later to be retracted or ac- 
knowledged as originally incorrect. 

That there is an clement of the perspective in- 

This can more readily be seen in those situa- 

Thus, immediately after the Attica prison was stormed, news accounts 
flashed to the world that the rioting prisoners had cut the throats of a 
nhzxnber of the hostage guards. 
reported by the press without any lndication the unchecked story had been 
obtained only from a few officials. 
coast of Mississippi, unverified casualty Ei&ures of perhaps 1,000 were 
reported for several days by mass media agencies pressuring local officials 
to give estimates. The actual number of dead v7as around 240, On the basis 
of some scattered and chance remarks of a few police officers, the down- 
town area celebration after the Pittsburgh Pirates won the 1971 World 
Series was misreported almost in toto as a wild orgy involving a dozen 
rapes, extensive fires and destruction, and mass looting (Hallow, 1972). 
More localized and less dramatic stories of incorrect reporting usually 
do not get such publiclty but examples nevertheless also surface at times. 
Thus, a newspaper in Minneapolis acknowledged in a later and in-depth 
investiption that in depending on official accounts and press releases, 
it had failed to report that a seeming verbal conflPct between some seg- 
ments o€ the black community and a few aldermen actually involved a najor 
power struggle with important white elite groups supporting the black posf- 
eion (Columbia Journalism, 1968)- In Chicago, losses initially reported 
as a result of offLcial comments to be aver $20 million in just one depart- 
ment store fire turned out to be four and a half million dollars for this 
and tF70 other store fires occurring at ehe same time, 

This was totally incorrect information, 

Vhen I-Iurricane Camille hit the Gulf 



The examples cited above range enough to suggest the strong tendency 
for reporters to accept a command post perspective with regard to many 
different kinds of events beyond local racial disturbances. However, the 
available DRC data additionally bear directly only upon the local reporting 
of local natural and technological disasters; that data clearly show the 
perspective prevails with respect to the processing of n e ~ s  of those kinds 
of community emergencies (for an analysis of disaster reporting, see 
Quarantelli, forthcoming). Thus, we cannot beyond illustrations indicate 
the degree of the pervasiveness of the command post perspective in other 
than these two classes o€ events: 
ters. 
perspective In most kinds of news reporting. 

local community disturbances and disas- 
But we suspect systematic study t7ou'id uncover it as the dominant 

To a considerable extent we advance this notion because we believe that 
the socio-cultural conditions of news processing in American society are 
operative with respect to most newsworthy events. They are not confined 
to affecting the reporting of local racial disturbances. 
features of the current American mass communication system, and probably 
even mare so of other comunication systems, particularly in totalitarian 
and authoritarian societles, which Is to say most of the vlorld. (Some of 
the British studies assembled by Cohen and Young (1973, especially pp. 
356-1751 come close to the point of view expressed in this paper.) 

They are inherent 

A Postscript: Public Policy Implications 

Cur objective in this paper was to br%ng to bear a sociological view 
of the characteristics and conditions of local mass media reporting of 
community crises, especially civil disturbances. As such our goal was 
different from some current simplistic choruses of polemics'criticisns from 
the political right (e.g., Efrkon, 1971) and left (e.&., Cirino, 1971) 
which assume rather than examine, which guess rather than study, and which 
speculate rather than gather data on what is actually involved in a rather 
complex social phenomenon. 
implications -- public policy or otherwise -- ROW that we have finished our 
research? 

If that is the case, what are some of the 

We will note three iroplications. First of all, many although far 
from all, reporters need to be made aware of their implicit command past 
perspective. 
will not say, as did the €allowing who assumed but: one definition of the 
events that : 

There is a need oE ereating an awarene3s so that a reporter 

I have reported four Watts riots, and at no t%me did I give 
a second's thought to being "sympathetic" to anybody. 
wasn't my job to make judgments; I was entirely preoccupied 
with simply chronicling what happened (Hill, 1968, italics added). 

It 

Instead, it would be hoped that more journalists ~30uld come to recognize as 
one of their colleagues has already observed: 

I think I would LGaxT that its (i.e., American press) biggest 
weakness is its reliance on and its acceptance of official 



s o u r c ~ ~ - - -  il1deed, iCs objectivity in presenting the news. . . 
the fundamental reliance of the American news media in my 
experience has been, with rare and honorable exceptions, on 
the statement by official source, be it government or business 
or academic or whatever. 
ity in American journalism concerns whether due credit is 
given to the official statement, the official explanation, 
the background explanation from the official source. , . By 
and large we rely very heavily on the official source, and this 
is really what we talk about when we come down to the question 
of objectivity (Vicker, 1971). 

And much of what we mean by objectiv- 

In addition to creating an awareness of the problem, there is B need 
to examine what alternative set of conditions night evoke different kinds 
of behavior. That is, it is one thing to indicate that the socio-cultural 
fezltures rather than the personal qualities of journalists are responsible 
for their Sehavior in crises. 
conditions are imutable. A clear implication of OUK research is that if 
behavioral changes are desired, the structural conditions will have to be 
changed, 
concern oneself with outcomes, with symptoms rather than the underlying and 
basic factors or conditions, 

However, .it does not follow that such 

To deal solely with the behavior of news personnel would be to 

Finally, it is important, at least from a sociological point of view, 
to note that there can be functional as well as dysfunctional aspects of 
the command post perspective. Plost critics and commentators about the 
phenomena we have discussed in this paper almost automatically assume that 
the command post point of view and the selective reporting it involves 
is unquestionably undesirable and negative in terms of consequences. 
Undoubtedly there are $gs€unctional aspects and we have alluded to Some 
of them. But a full and complete analysis, such as we cannot undertake 
here, would examine the functional or positive aspects of such a perspective. 
It could be very instructive to analyze the command post: perspective in 
terms of the hypotheses advanced a long time ago by Noore and Tumin as 
to the social functions of ignorance (194.9). 
of whether the consequences of selective rcportfng are functional or dys- 
functioml. obviously depends on who and what is being judged. 

The answer to the question 

Notes 

1, 
about comunity goals and about how these goals should be realized during 
the emergency. 
cornunity agreement about overall goals and about how these goals should 
be implemented during the emergency. 
disaster of the second (see Quarantelli and Dynes, 1970). 

A dissensus type of crisis is one where there are basic differences 

A consensus kind of crfsis is one in which there is general 

Riots are examples of the first type, 

2. Some wrfters (e.g., Bagdikian, 1974) refer to the "establishmentarian 
bias" or use similar terms with respect to nw7s reporting. 
use that t a m  for two reasons. Nost usages of the term implicitly if not 
explicitly take tho position that such a viewpoint is essentially "faEsePs 
and that the "truth" lies in another perspective, Ve consider the matter 
of factual truth and falsity as an empirical question and not to be settled 

!le do not 



by definition. For example, while the original oEficia1 position on the 
Hy Lai massacre proved to be false, it was not false wkth respect to the 
Nerbert affair. Apart from that, the team is too global, not anchored 
in any concrete social phonorrtena. The term command post perspective, on 
the other hand, has reference to the speciglc perceptions of local social 
control and cornunity agencies and is m c h  moue operational for research 
purposes. 

3. 
as well as national disorders, and the reporting by national mass medLa 
agencies of local disturbances. As Gans has noted (1972: 
are very €ew studies of local mass communication outlets. 
or examples used in the paper come from the DXC field work unless other- 
wise attributed. 

F.Je leave aside in this paper the local reporting of other communitles 

698>, there 
All quotations 

4. 
around the country and reproduced in Haddad (1967). 
guidelines was extensively used among radto stations in Ohio (see 
Quarantelli, 1971). The third set of guidelines, wrftten by a pro~incnt 
news editor, appeared in the Law Enforcement Bulletin (Casselman, 1967). 
All quotations that follow in this section are Prom these documents. 

The first was originally developed in California, widely circulated 
The second set of 

5, QE course, people other than social control agency personnel OH comiu- 
nitg officials are sonetimes cited or quoted in news accounts of civil 
disturbances. But the incidents or quotations used are typically employed 
to reinforce the command post perspective. Thus, for example, a block 
minister might be cited as deploring 'Ithe hoodlums" rioting in the streets 
and saying that "law and order" need to be restored. 

4. 
personnel might: be more likely to assume a comand post perspective. 
the empirical data we have, while not conclusive, suggest that the generalist 
is more likely to take such a viet.7. 

It might be argued on logical grounds that specialists among mass media 
But 
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